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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of the study was to determine the influence that strategic planning has 

on organizational performance in SACCOS in Kenya, as well as establish the connection 

between strategic planning, external environment and organizational performance. 

Strategic planning is vital for any organization as it directs firms into achieving their 

objectives. The scope and direction help an organization achieve a competitive advantage 

in the rapidly changing environment. Due to the fact that the environment is complex and 

disruptive, open rather than closed, senior management have to note there is need for a 

formalized, consistent, and comprehensive framework useful in analyzing the 

organization’s istrategic iposition. i iStrategic iPlanning iis ia imanagement iprocess ithat iinvolves 

icreating ilong iterm igoals iand icarrying ithem iout. iIt ialso iextends ito icontrol imechanisms ito 

igovern ithe iimplementation iof ithe istrategy iformulated. iOrganization iperformance irelates ito 

iefficiency, ieffectiveness, irelevance iand ifinancial iviability. Effectiveness of a firm brings 

about the peculiar activities which a firm must embrace in attaining their mission. 

Managers have to pay keen attention to what is happening around their organizations and 

quickly adjust their strategies to adapt to the prevailing conditions of the environment.  

Consequently, more customers are borrowing from SACCOS as they are even more 

lenient in offering funding than banks. The main  iobjective iiof iithe iistudy iiwas iito iidetermine 

iithe iiinfluence iiof iistrategic iiplanning iiand iiexternal iienvironment iion iiorganizational 

iiperformance iiof iiSACCOS iiin iiKenya. iiDescriptive iisurvey iidesign iiwas iiadopted iiin iithis iistudy.  

iiPopulation iitargeted iifor iithis iistudy iiwere ii160 iiSACCOs iiin iiKenya. iiPurposive iisampling 

iitechnique iiwas iiadopted iito iiselect iia iisample iisize iiof ii80 iiSACCOS. iiPrimary iidata iiwas iicollected  

iiby iiuse iiof iiquestionnaires. iData iwas ianalyzed iusing idescriptive istatistics iusing iSPSS 

i(Version i23.0). i iThe istudy iresults iestablished ithat iSACCOS iin iKenya ihad iwritten igoals 

iquantified iwith imeasurable itargets iand ialso ithat imanagement iand ihigher-level istaff iare 

iusually iengaged iin isetting igoals iand iobjectives. iIn iaddition, iit iwas iestablished ithat iSACCOS 

itends ito iassess ithe isector ias ia iwhole iin iterms iof inew icompetitors iand iconcepts, inew 

itechnologies, trends, labour practices in order to establish the existing trends in their 

sector of operations. Also, it was established that SACCOS in Kenya operate in idynamic 

ienvironment ithat iis ihard ito ideal iwith idue ito iunpredicted ienvironmental ifactors iespecially 

ipolitical, economic and technological factors. The study therefore concluded that 

SACCOS in Kenya are involving their managers and higher-level staffs in goal and 

objective setting is because the ioutcomes ifrom ithe idecisions imade ican igreatly iaffect iboth 

ithe icompany's ihealth iand iits iemployees. iIt iwas ialso iconcluded ithat iexternal ienvironmental 

ifactors iparticularly ipolitical, ieconomic, isocial, itechnology, ienvironment iand ilegal iaffect 

iperformance. iThe istudy irecommended that SACCOS in Kenya should further their 

external environment, strategic plans, values, culture, goals and mission to ensure that 

both corporate and functional strategies are strengthened and made known to all 

employees across the organization. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

This study was anchored on resource based theory and supported by resource dependency 

theory and Dynamic capability theory. Resource based theory tries to find out the 

strategic resources that a firm can utilize to achieve competitive advantage and sustain it. 

Resource Dependency theory studies the ways in which external resources of an 

organization affects its behavior while Dynamic capability theory studies the capabilityof 

an organization to adapt a resource base with a purpose. Strategic planning is vital for any 

organization as it directs firms into achieving their objectives.  

Strategy can be defined as the direction of an organization and its scope in the long term. 

The scope and direction help an organization achieve a competitive advantage in the 

rapidly changing environment. This happens through configuration of resources and 

competencies aiming at delivering to stakeholders their expectations. (Johnson Scholes & 

Whittington, 2008). As in the above definition, making strategic plans of an organization 

requires that that the environment in which the operates on, be thoroughly considered.  

Machuki (2011) states that strategy can be viewed as the configuration of the thought 

process of a firm, actions, resources, and capacity for developing its long-term direction 

and success in the ever-changing external environment. Ansof and  Sullivan (1993) in 

Long Range Planning , describe a iformula ifor istrategic isuccess iwhich istipulates ithat ithe 

iprofitability iof ia ifirm iis ioptimized iwhen iits istrategic ibehavior iis ialigned iwith iits ienvironment. 
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iThis iformula iwas ideveloped ifor iover i25years and has been tested extensively in the field. 

Due to the fact that the environment is complex and disruptive, open rather than closed, 

senior management have to note there is need for a formalized, consistent, and 

comprehensive framework useful in analyzing the organization’s strategic position. 

Aosa (1997) Contextual iInfluence ion iStrategic iPlanning. iPorters iindustry iAnalysis iModel iin 

ithe iKenyan isetting, Aosa states that managers have always faced the challenge of 

positioning their companies such that they best sort challenges from the external 

environment. He says that the environment is the source of resource inputs for the 

organizations.  At the same time, when resources have been transferred by the companies, 

the output goes back to the environment. Companies therefore have to maintain a 

relationship with their environment. 

 Ansoff and Donnel (1990) have described organizations as being “environment-

dependent’. Therefore, for success to be attained, a firm has to maintain a working 

relationship with the environment. Due to this reason, managers have now turned to 

strategic planning in the quest of shaping the future of their companies (Ansoff and 

Donnel,1990).  

(Porter 1980) postulated that a firm’s success would be enhanced if the firm operated in 

an attractive industry. This means an industry where potential profitability was high. 

Attractiveness was defined by the degree of competition in the industry. Competition in 

an industry was dependent on five forces namely, threat of new entrants, threat of 

substitutes, industry rivalry, bargaining power of suppliers, and bargaining power of 

customers. All these five forces are the challenges that a firm may face in its operations. 

This study suggested that, managers would be able to understand dynamics and 
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challenges of their industries if they would use Porters five forces model to analyze them. 

The concept of strategic planning is multi-dimensional. It is viewed as a means of 

establishing the organizational purpose in terms of its long-term objectives, resource 

allocation, action programs, etc. It is also viewed as a response to external opportunities 

and threats, internal strength and weaknesses in achieving competitive advantage by the 

firm. SACCOs in Kenya, just like any other organizations operating in the Kenyan soil 

have had a fair share of challenges due to turbulent external environment. In order to 

survive the challenging times, SACCOs have been left with no option but to lay down 

strategies on how to best use their resources and capabilities, at the same time cushion 

themselves by getting power over those that control the resources that firms need in their 

operations. SACCOs also need ability to integrate, build and reconfigure internal and 

external competences to address rapidly changing environments.   

1.1.1 Strategic Planning 

Strategic Planning is a management process that involves creating long term goals and 

carrying them out. It also extends to control mechanisms to govern the implementation of 

the strategy formulated (Heracleous, 1998). It is the process through which thorough 

research is used in formulating, implementation and controlling strategy (Higgings and 

Vincze, 1993; Mintzberg, 1994; Pearce and Robinson, 1994). According to (Drucker, 

1984) formal strategic planning started in 1950, in the USA when accelerating and 

cumulative events began to change the boundaries, the structures and the dynamics of 

business environment. Phillips & Moutinho (1999) assert that the sole purpose of 

strategic planning is to improve strategic performance. In fact, he argues that strategic 

performance is the commonly cited reason for strategic planning (Schraeder, 2002). 
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(Young, 2003) defines strategic planning, as a formal yet flexible process to determine 

where an organization currently is and where it should be in the future.  

There are three levels of strategy namely; the corporate level, the business level and the 

functional level. Corporate strategy is how an organization struggles to create its value by 

developing competitive advantage in its industry and by improving its market share. On 

the other hand, a business strategy are the moves and actions that are competitive and are 

intended to attract clients, gain competitive advantage, improve performance and achieve 

organizational goals. Functional strategy are the plans by the firm for the various units in 

its structure.  Strategic planning is very important to an organization as it helps an 

organization achieve advantage in a changing environment by configuring its resources 

and competencies with the aim of fulfilling stakeholder expectations (Johnson and 

Whittington ,2008). 

1.1.2 External Environment 

 The external environment are the factors that affect how a firm operates. They are 

exogenous to the firm but possess potential to affect its performance (Murgor, 2014). 

External environment includes all the outside influences that affect the operation of a 

business.  Ansoff & Sullivan (1993) suggest that all organizations are open systems 

hence, environment-serving organizations. This s because, organizations get their inputs 

from the environment and also send back their output to the same environment.    Due to 

this reason, external environmental factors play an important role in formation and 

implementation of business strategy (Hiriyappa, 2009). External environment forces 

include; political, economic, social, technological, ecological and legal (PESTEL) 

factors. Organizations cannot single handedly have full control over what happens in the 
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environment. The environment is the source of constraints, contingencies, problems as 

well as opportunities that affect the terms on which organizations operate their business 

(Khandwalla, 1977; Bourgeois, 1980). 

 According to Welch and Welch (2005), external environment of organizations is filled 

with uncertainties.  Businesses therefore must be aware of the prevailing environmental 

conditions and react to them in order to survive. In the event that an organization acts 

blind to the external environment, then these factors would even result into pushing 

organizations out of existence. External environment can be broken down into two; micro 

environment and macro environment. Micro environment is composed of the factors that 

directly affects the operations of a company while macro environment is composed of the 

general factors that an organization has no control over. For an organization to be 

successful, it     needs to be able to adapt to the prevailing external conditions. 

Factors that affect micro environment are suppliers, customers, financiers, marketing 

intermediaries and public perceptions. Factors that affect macro environment include; 

economic, social cultural, legal, political, technical and environmental considerations. 

Economic factors are such as supply and demand, exchange and interest rates, 

government spending, taxes, etc. Managers should come up with appropriate means of 

reacting to these economic changes that happen in order to ensure survival of their 

organizations. Social cultural includes how consumers behave. Behavior of consumers 

directly affect operations of an organization, for example, consumers choosing to 

improve their health by way of walking or biking to work would result in less sales in 

firms that sell automobiles, fuel, etc. Political factors include changes in government 

policies and spending that in turn affects businesses.  
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1.1.3 Organization performance 

 Organizational performance is the actual output or results of a firm as compared to ther 

set goals. According to Ricardo et al. (2009) performance has three aspects which are; 

financial performance product market performance and shareholders return. 

Organizational performance is a primary concern in practice and research of strategic 

management. March & Sutton (1997). Budiman, Lin, & Singham (2009) are of the view 

that, for an organization to perform well , its structures, strategies, systems, shared 

values, skills, staff as well as styles need careful alignment and mutual reinforcing. 

Organizations in a competitive environment work to outwit, outsmart, outmaneuver as 

well as outperform their rivals (Lefort, McMurray & Tesvic, 2015). Organizational 

performance shows how resources are employed in a firm to achieve its corporate 

strategy. Organizational performance keeps the firm afloat and also brings about better 

vision for opportunities in the future (Hoskisson et al., 1994). Organization performance 

relates to efficiency, effectiveness, relevance and financial viability. Effectiveness of a 

firm brings about the peculiar activities which a firm must embrace in attaining their 

mission. Efficiency is the unit cost of output which is normally much less than the input 

therefore ensuring no chance to reduce the input for the same amount of output (Machuki 

& Aosa, 2011). 

 Performance sets organizations apart. Better performing organizations become the cream 

of their particular field and even workers will struggle to work for such organizations.  

Ricardo et al. (2001) terms performance as the ability of an organization to maximize 

strengths and overcome its weaknesses to neutralize its threats and take advantage of 

opportunities.  Awino (2011) states that, no single variable can effectively influence the 
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performance of a firm. Organizational performance is a recurrent idea of so much interest 

to academic scholars and practicing managers Venkatraman, & Ramanujam, (1987). It is 

the outcome that is most sought and common denominator across all organizations 

(Ongeti, 2014). Performance is however is a contentious subject among researchers in 

organizations in regard to definitions and measurements (Chakravathy, 1986; Machuki & 

Aosa, 2011) as different scholars have different views of organization performance 

1.1.4 Savings and Credit Co-operative Societies (SACCOS) in Kenya. 

Savings and Credit Co-operative societies (SACCOS) have become a common 

phenomenon in Kenya in the recent past. They have increased in numbers so much that, 

competition within the industry is evident. This has necessitated the each of them to 

carefully look into their micro and macro environment, in pursuit of excellence and 

deriving competitive advantage. As a result, SACCOS have a need to lay good strategies 

of operation to survive in the industry. At the same time, it goes without saying that, just 

like all other organizations, SACCOS have a need to consider the environment in which 

they operate in laying down their strategic plans. This is because, they are expected to 

react accordingly with any changes in their environment. It is therefore imperative for 

management of SACCOS to keep scanning the environment with a view to take 

advantage of opportunities that arise as well as deal with challenges that they encounter 

from the environment. 

There are 162 SACCOS that were registered as at 2018. These SACCOS are democratic, 

unique member driven, self-help co-operative. They are owned, governed and managed 

by its own members who have a common bond, for instance, people working for a 

common employer, people belonging to the same church, social fraternity, labour union 
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or working or living in the same community. SACCOS are regulated by the Sacco 

Societies Regulatory Authority(SASRA). The five top saccos boast Ksh 149billion 

savings and assets. These are Mwalimu sacco, Harambee, Stima, Kenya police and Afya 

saccos. They have became Kenya’s top lenders(Business Daily).  

1.2 Research Problem 

There are many studies that have been carried out linking strategic planning in 

organizations to organizational performance. (Phillips & Moutinho, 1999; Dusenbury, 

2000; Martin, 2012, Andrew et al, 2009). They all are of the view that strategic planning 

positively influences organizational performance. On the other hand, some scholars are of 

a very different opinion from this. Poister et al (2013) concluded that strategic planning 

has zero effect on the efficiency or effectiveness of an organization. It’s the environment 

in which an organization operates on that present threats and opportunities. 

Environmental factors greatly affect operations of an organization. Managers have to pay 

keen attention to what is happening around their organizations and quickly adjust their 

strategies to adapt to the prevailing conditions of the environment. Drucker (1954) 

stipulates that strategy is analyzing the present situation and making changes where 

necessary. Johnson & Whittington (2008) postulate that, strategy is the direction and 

scope of a firm over the long term, which achieves advantage in a changing environment 

through configuring its resources and competencies with the aim of fulfilling shareholder 

expectations”. 

Managers need to constantly scan their environment in order to be in a position to take 

advantage of emerging opportunities at the same time, deal with any threats that would 

pose danger to their business. This results into competitive advantage for the organization 
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and ensures the organization survives through good and bad situations. Organizations are 

embracing strategic planning with an aim of improving their performance, Awuor (2014). 

This research is aimed at scrutinizing the link ibetween istrategic iplanning, iexternal 

ienvironment iand iperformance iof SACCOS in Kenya. There has been several 

environmental changes that ihave itaken iplace iin ithe irecent ipast, iwhich ihave in turn affected 

the operations of SACCOS in Kenya. This is for example, the turbulence that was 

witnessed caused by political crisis in the country, whereby, violence was witnessed and 

people lost their property, livelihood and much more. This made it hard for saccos to get 

money in form of savings from its members as businesses were destroyed and those that 

remained were no longer being operated for fear of attacks. 

There has also been the issue of capping interest rates by the government. All banking 

institutions were given orders to cap their interest rates at 14% recently. This has made 

banks look for alternative ways of making money and gone slow on lending as it is not 

profitable anymore. Consequently, more customers are borrowing from SACCOS as they 

are even more lenient in offering funding than banks. Inflation has not been left behind 

whereby, the shilling has lost value to the dollar and this has had an effect on SACCOS 

as they are also in the money business.  Technology has evolved and made work easier in 

many organizations. Most operations are now automated and this has really improved 

efficiency. SACCOS have not been left behind as some are already using the new 

technology in disbursing loans, keeping their records, etc. Social class also has had an 

effect on SACCOS whereby, people have formed SACCOS according to their 

professions, according to their preferences and likings, etc. This therefore clearly shows 

that there is great need of looking for means and ways of how SACCOS can survive in 
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rapidly changing and unpredictable external environment. The istudy iseeks ito ifind iout 

ieffects iof ibusiness external forces on the organizational iperformance iin SACCOS and the 

strategies that SACCOS should apply to maintain competitive advantage for survival in 

the turbulent environment.  

There are several other studies that have been carried out on the same. This include, 

Burugu (2018) researched the influence istrategic iplanning ihas ion iperformance iof i iNaivas 

ilimited iin iKenya, iGolicha i(2012)researched ion ihow istrategic iplanning ican irelate iwith 

ifinancial isuccess iof ifirms iwithin ithe iICT isector iin iKenya. iAbdi(2014) iresearched ion istrategic 

iplanning iand iperformance iof iBanks iin iKenya: iA icase istudy iof iNational iBank iof iKenya, 

iNjoki(2012) iresearched ion ithe ifactors ithat iaffect iimplementation iof istrategic iplans: iThe icase 

istudy iof iCaritas, iNyeri iArchdiocese. iOkwako(2013) iresearched ion iStrategic iplanning iand 

isuccess iof ipublic isecondary ischools iin iRarieda iDistrict, iKenya. No study has been done on 

the connection between strategic planning, iexternal ienvironment iand iperformance iof 

iorganization iand iparticularly isaccos in Kenya. This has created a research gap.  

This research aimed at bringing insight to the following research questions; What is the 

relationship ibetween istrategic iplanning iand iorganizational iperformance? iWhat iis ithe 

irelationship ibetween istrategic iplanning, iexternal ienvironment iand iorganizational 

iperformance? 

1.3 Research objectives 

 The objectives of the study are; to determine the influence that strategic planning has on 

organizational performance in saccos in Kenya. The second objective was to establish the 

connection between strategic planning, external environment and organizational 

performance. 
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1.4 Value of the Study 

This study helped to support existing theories of strategic planning, environmental factors 

and those of organizational performance. This was so as the study come up with new 

dimension in which the theories could be viewed and therefore increased knowledge. The 

study also formed a foundation for additional research. The findings can either nullify or 

support a hypothesis and this also resulted in additional knowledge. The study was also 

useful in academics, since it can be used by researchers, academicians, executives and 

also students can use it as a source of secondary source of information as they go about 

their studies. Authors can also use the findings as a reference in writing books, journals 

and other research papers in academics. 

In practice, the study was of great use to managers in aligning organizations’ vision and 

mission with the prevailing external factors and this will ensure survival and profitability 

of organizations. Managers must take keen interest in external factors affecting their 

organizations and use the information they derive from scanning the environment to 

formulate strategies in organizations. Information from scanning the environment helped 

managers match strategies with the environment and also enable them predict the future 

of an organization in order to develop the right trajectory measures for the future. 

In policy making, the study was useful as well. When organizations scan the 

environment, they can then formulate and implement the best policies for the land. These 

policies were favorable to organizations operating on the land. The study also help 

SACCOS in Kenya to be run effectively and efficiently, taking note of the prevailing 

conditions, and hence improving their performance and chances of survival in turbulent 

conditions. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

 This chapter presents the iiitheoretical iiifoundations guiding the Study.  It gave a summary 

of all the written sources that are relevant to the Study, both theoretical and empirical. It 

also entails discussion on research gap and the conceptual iiiframework. 

2.2 Theoretical Foundation of the Study 

 This is the foundation from where all the knowledge is constructed in a study. Existing 

theories and models are collected together from literature to serve as structure and 

support for the study, iiithe iiiproblem iiistatement, the significance, the purpose and iiithe 

iiiresearch iiiquestions, determining the design to be used and the analysis plan for the study. 

It is a very important aspect in research. Lysaght (2011) insisted on the need to have a 

theoretical foundation in a study. Over the last 30years, there has been an increasing trend 

to include a theoretical framework in the dissertation (Melendz, 2002). This study iiiwas 

iiiguided iiiby iiiResource iiiBased iiiView iiiTheory(RBV) iiisupported iiiby iiiResource iiidependency 

iiitheory iiiand iiiDynamic iiicapability iiitheory. 

2.2.1 Resource Based Theory 

Resource iBased iview i(RBV) is a management idea in organization that is used to find out 

the strategic iresources ithat ia ifirm ican iuse ito iachieve icompetitive iadvantage ithat is 

sustainable. One of the most widely cited works in the emergence of the theory as a 

pivotal work is Barney (1991) “Firm Resources and Sustained Competitive Advantage”. 

There are scholars who however postulate that from 1930s there was an indicator of a 
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fragmentary iiiResource iiibased iiitheory. iiiRBV iiisays iiithat iiiorganizations iiiare iiiheterogeneous iiias 

iiithey iiihave heterogeneous iiiiresources. iMeaning, ifirms iformulate ivaried istrategies ias ithey ialso 

ihave ivaried Resource mixes. The RBV guides management on how to use their resources 

from within as well as note the assets, abilities and competencies of an organization, in 

order to be better than the rest. The RBV of an organization is common in strategic 

planning. RBV is different from the positioning school which focused majors on external 

factors, especially industry structure. 

 Some scholars suggest that RBV represents  ia inew iparadigm, ialbeit iwith iroots iin 

“Ricardian and Penrosian economic theories according to which, firms can earn 

sustainable supernormal returns, if and only if they have superior resources and those 

resources are protected by some form of isolating mechanism precluding their diffusion 

throughout the industry”. Edith iPenrose’s i1959 ibook i‘The iTheory iof ithe iGrowth iof ithe 

ifirm’, iis quoted by two strategy scholars in giving ideas that later affected the modern 

RBV. This view is interdisciplinary and is used within economics, law, ethics, 

management, imarketing, isupply ichain imanagement iand igeneral ibusiness. 

Barney postulated that, for resources to have ability to be sources iof icompetitive 

iadvantage iin ian iorganization, ithey ishould ibe ivaluable, irare, iimperfectly iimitable iand inot 

isubstitutable. iThis iis iknown ias iVRIN icriteria. iRBV isuggests ithat ifirms imust ihave iunique, 

ifirm-specific icore icompetencies ito ioutperform icompetitors iby idifferently idoing itheir ithings. 

 Firms resources are legal, human, ifinancial, iorganizational, iinformational iand irational; 

iresources iare iimperfectly imobile iand iheterogeneous. iManagement’s ikey itask iis ito 

iunderstand iand iorganize iresources ifor isustainable icompetitive iadvantage. 
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2.2.2 Resource Dependency Theory  

Resource Dependency Theory  istudies how external resources of an organization affects 

its behavior. Every company needs external resources in its strategic and tactical 

management.  The theory iis iconcerned iwith ihow ithe ibehavior iof ian iorganization iis iaffected 

iby ithe iexternal iresources ithat iit iuses, ifor iexample, iraw imaterials, iworkers ior ieven ifunding. 

iThis itheory iis ivery iimportant ibecause, ithe iability iof ian iorganization ito igather, ialter iand 

iexploit iraw imaterials ifaster ithan other firms competing with it, can lead to fundamental 

success and give advantage over them. Customers are also viewed as a scarce resource. 

This theory’s origin is 1970s iwith ithe ipublication iof i‘The iexternal icontrol iof iorganizations: 

iA iresource idependence iperspective’, iby iJeffrey iPfeffer iand iGerald iR. iSalancik. 

RDT iis iguided iby ithe iconcept iof iresources ibeing iimportant ifor iany iorganization ito isucceed 

iand ithat itheir iaccess iand icontrol iis ia ibasis iof ipower. iOften itimes, iresources are controlled by 

organizations different from the organizations needing them, this therefore means that 

there must be strategies put in place to maintain open access to resources. they could also 

be controlled by the government. Resources are scarce, sometimes not readily available, 

they may also be in control of uncooperative actors, due to these reasons, the unequal 

exchanges result to differences iin ipower iand iauthority, iand ialso iaccess ito ifurther iresources. i 

Organizations idevelop istrategies ias iwell ias iinternal istructures ito ienhance itheir ibargaining 

iposition iin itransactions irelated ito iresources. iThese istrategies imay iinclude iamong iothers, 

itaking ipolitical iaction, iincreasing ithe iscale iof iproduction iof ithe iorganization, idiversifying, 

iand icreating iconnections ito iother iorganizations. iOther istrategies iinclude idiversifying 

iproduct ilines iin iorder ito ilessen ia ifirm’s idependence ion iother ibusinesses, iimproving iits ipower 

iand ileverage. iCompanies ialways iadjust itheir istrategies ito iadapt ito ichanges iin relationships 
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of power with others. One assumption of RDT is ithat, iuncertainty iclouds ithe icontrol iof 

iresources iof ian iorganization iand imakes ian iorganization’s ichoice iof idependence-lessening 

istrategies iimperative. iAs iuncertainties iand idependencies iincrease, ithere iis iincreased ineed ifor 

ilinks ito iother iorganizations. iFor iexample, iprofits ideclining imay ilead ito iexpanded ibusiness 

iactivity ithrough idiversification iand istrategic ialliances iwith other organizations. 

Organizations have sought ways of adapting to dependencies. For example, by aligning 

internal elements of an organization with environmental pressures. At the same time, 

organizations also react by attempting to alter their environment. 

 2.2.3 Dynamic capability Theory 

iDDynamic icapability iis ithe icapability iof ian iorganization ito iadapt ia iresource ibase iwith ia 

ipurpose. iThis iwas idefined iby iDavid iTreece, iGary iPisano ian iAmy ishuen iin ia ipaper iin i1997, 

iDynamic icapabilities iand istrategic imanagement ias i“the firm’s ability to integrate, build 

and reconfigure internal and external competences to address rapidly changing 

environments”.  A combination of multiple capabilities is required in order for an 

organization to react to external changes timely and adequately. The theory assumes that,  

ithe ibasic icompetencies iof ian iOrganization ishould ibe iused ito icreate ishort iterm wins then 

compounded to an even greater win in the long term. 

Gathungu and Mwangi(2012) in DBA Africa Management Review, are of the view that, 

as there is increase in level of business environment dynamics, success is achieved by 

developing strategies that differenciates the firm from its competitors. Douma and 

Sheuder term dynamic capabilities as ia ibridge ibetween ithe ieconomics-based istrategy 

iliterature iand ithe ievolutionary iapproach ito iorganizations. iThis itheory iexpects isenior 

imanagers iof ifirms ithat iare isuccessful ito iadapt ito iradical idiscontinuous ichange iat ithe isame 
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itime imaintaining iminimum icapability istandards ifor icompetitive isurvival. The theory insists 

on internal capability changes rather than just looking into the external business. 

2.3 Strategic planning and performance 

The purpose here is to explore the relationship between iiistrategic iiiplanning iiiand 

iiiorganizational iiiperformance (SP-OP) 

We can term performance as continuous progress  iiiin iiiimpacting iiithe iiikey iiiindicators iiiof iiia 

iiibusiness positively. The key positive indicators of a business may include; successful 

projects or programs that have been carried out in the organization, success in market 

share growth, products success, loyalty of the clients etc. Performance also encompasses 

the measure of what has already been achieved by the organization compared to the goals 

the organization was set to achieve. Organizations want to ensure greater performance 

than their competitors. 

 Strategic iplanning ion ithe iother ihand iinvolves isetting ithe isaid igoals, idefining ithe idirection 

ithat an organization should take, carrying out activities that should help to get to the 

position the organization envisions itself, and putting iiiin iiiplace iiicontrol iiimeasures iiito iiiensure 

iiithat the set goals are achieved efficiently. It also involves making decisions on allocation 

of scarce resources of an organization even as it tries to achieve the set goal. Strategic 

planning provides the basis of identifying the key indicators iiiof iiithe iiifirm iiii.e., the vision of 

the firm, the mission, the goals etc. It is a guide to what is to be done, how it is to be done 

and what is to be used in order to get the expected results. 

 Strategic iplan iand ithe iplanning iprocess iare ithe itools irequired ito ideliver iperformance 

imanagement. iIt ishows ithe ichanges ineeded ito ibe imade ito ipositively iimpact ion ithe ikey 
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iindicators iand igive ireasons ias ito iwhy ithe ichanges iare inecessary. i iWithout ia iclear istrategy, 

idifferent iunits iin ithe iorganization iwill icome iup iwith itheir iown iagenda, iwhich iwill ibring 

confusion, lack of coordination, efforts for improvement will be unfocused. It is therefore 

imperative that efforts geared towards success of the firm, be coordinated in the different 

departments in the organization. 

The iextent iiiito iiiiwhich iiiistrategic iiiiplanning iiiiaffects iiiithe iiiiperformance iof ian iorganization iclearly 

indicates the success of the strategic planning process. For success to be achieved, an 

organization has to foresee the future it would want and then put measures in place to 

help them get there. The plan will be achieved by coming up with procedures and tasks 

that will lead to achieving of the set goals for the future. Strategic planning involves 

manipulating a situation to give positive outcome for the organization. Organizations that 

embrace strategic planning may have a better chance to get better outcomes compared to 

the ones that don’t. This could be so because they already know what they are aiming at 

and so it becomes easier to focus. 

2.4 Strategic planning, external environment and performance 

Strategic iplanning igives ithe direction of the firm in their operations. Strategic iplan iand ithe 

iplanning iprocess iare ithe itools irequired to deliver positive performance in organizations. 

Strategic planning shows the changes needed to be made to positively iimpact ion ithe ikey 

iindicators iand igive ireasons ias ito iwhy ithe ichanges iare inecessary. Successful strategic 

planning leads to great performance in organizations. When an organization knows 

exactly what it wants to achieve, at what time and clearly knows what exactly it needs to 

do what is required, then it becomes very easy to carry out the process. 
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External factors are the factors that affect how a firm operates. They are exogenous to the 

firm but possess potential to affect its performance. External environment includes all ithe 

ioutside iinfluences ithat iaffect ithe ioperation iof ia ibusiness. i iAll iorganizations iare iopen isystems 

ihence, ienvironment-serving iorganizations. This is because, organizations get their inputs 

from iithe iienvironment iiand iialso iisend iiback iitheir iioutput iito iithe iisame iienvironment. ii ii ii iiDue iito 

iithis reason, external environmental factors play iian iiimportant iirole in formation and 

implementation iiof iibusiness iistrategy and hence external environment cannot be ignored in 

the search of positive organizational performance. 

There are many theories trying to explain iithe iirelationship iibetween iistrategic planning, 

external environment and iiperformance iiof iian iiorganization. Scholars who have looked into 

this relationship include Lenz (1980) who concluded that neither environment nor 

strategy could independently and adequately explain changes in performance. 

Organizations exist and evolve with the prevailing environment and so, it’s hard to 

separate them Brooks & Weatherston (1997). Organizations iface iturbulent iand ivery 

irapidly ichanging ienvironment. iThese iare itranslated iinto icomplex, imultifaceted iand 

iinterlinked istreams iof iideas. iTurbulence ihas ian ieffect ion iwork, istructures, iorganizational 

idesigns, iresource iallocation ithus iresulting iinto ivariations iin iperformance i(Messah i& 

iKariuki, i2011). iDelays iin iresource iavailability, ipolitical iinterference iand ieconomic 

ivariations ihave ibeen iattributed ito ipoor iperformance i(Kobia i& iMohamed, i2006) ieven iwith 

ithe ipresence iof ia iwell iformulated istrategy. i 

Proponents iof iorganization itheory iemphasize ithat iorganizations imust iadapt ito itheir 

ienvironment iif ithey ihave ito isurvive iMachuki i& iAosa ( i2011). i iBagire iand iNamada i(2013) iare 

iof ithe iopinion ithat ioutcomes iof iorganizations ipartly icaused iby ithe imanifestations iof ithe 
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ienvironment. iGood iperformance iby ian iorganization iis iachieved iwhen iits ireaction iof iits 

istrategy iis iat ipar iwith ithe ichanges iin ithe ienvironment Ansoff & Sullivan, (1993). 

 Therefore, external environment iis ian iimportant ipart iof istrategic imanagement. Thus it is 

very clear that the external environment is a great contributor to the performance of an 

organization. Organizations need to consider their external environment in formulating 

their strategic plans in order to experience great performance.  Scanning the environment 

before laying strategic plans ensures that there is relevance even as times change. 

2.1 Summary of empirical Review and Knowledge Gaps 

The table below shows the knowledge gap that gave rise to the need to carry out the 

research of the effect that strategic planning and the external environment has in 

performance iof iSACCOS iin iKenya.   

The research done by other different researchers were clearly shown below and the 

challenges that they encountered in their research. This also gave the research 

methodologies they used and their conclusions. 
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Table 2. 1: Summary of empirical Review and Knowledge Gaps 

Study Methodology Findings 

Conclusions 

Research Gap Focus of the current 

study  

Influence of strategic 

planning on performance 

of Naivas Limited in 

Kenya. 

Burugu Mercy N (2018) 

Case study Strategic planning and 

corporate governance has a 

positive effect on performance 

Number of respondents 

was inadequate. 

Study was done on only 

one organization and 

views generalized. 

The current study 

seeks to establish the 

role of strategic 

planning in 

organizational 

performance.  

The relationship between 

strategic planning and 

financial performance of 

firms within the ICT 

sector in Kenya. 

Bulle Golicha Jarso(2012) 

Survey 

questionnaire 

Many ICT firms in Kenya 

undertake strategic planning. 

Strategic planning practices are 

positively related to 

performance in ICT fims in 

Kenya 

Limited time and therefore 

limited number of 

organizations was involved 

Research relied on primary 

data which was not 

available. 

The current study 

seeks to use survey 

method in collecting 

data. 

Strategic planning and 

performance of Banks in 

Kenya: a case study of 

National Bank of Kenya. 

Adan Salah Abdi(2014) 

Case study Effective strategic planning 

practices have a direct 

influence on administrative and 

operational activities and are 

vitally important to the long 

term health of an organization 

Research was conducted 

on only one organization. 

There was a limited 

number of respondents 

The current study 

seeks to conduct 

research on more than 

one organization. 

Factors influencing 

implementation of 

strategic plans: The case 

Descriptive 

survey 

Qualified experienced leaders 

are important part of strategy 

 

There should be more 

research done on other 

Catholic church 

The current study will 

use a quantitative 

research design 
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Source: (Researcher 2019) 

 

 

of Caritas, Nyeri 

Archdiocese. 

Kimani Jane Njoki(2012) 

 Archdioceses and other 

church based 

organizations. 

Use of a quantitative 

design in a different study. 

Strategic planning and 

performance of public 

secondary schools in 

Rarieda District, Kenya 

Okwako awinja 

Damary(2013) 

Cross-sectional 

descriptive 

survey 

Strategic planning is poditively 

related to performance 

Challenges of strategy 

implementation. 

Significance of 

stakeholders’ involvement 

in strategic planning. 

Significance of 

environmental analysis in 

strategic planning, 

The current study will 

use external 

environment as the 

moderating variable 

Table 2.1: Continuation 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This ichapter ipresents ithe iresearch idesign ito ibe iused, ithe itargeted ipopulation iand selection of a 

sample. It also presents the methods and processes to be used in data collection and 

techniques used in analysis of collected data. 

3.2 Research Design 

A iresearch idesign iis ithe igeneral iresearch procedure to be used in a particular study (Cooper 

and iSchindler i2008). iResearch idesign iforms ithe iheart iof iplanning which is vital in research. It 

is a systematic plan in the study of the problem in question (Yin 2003). In this study, we 

adopt Descriptive survey. Descriptive study design is most prefered as it incorporates 

quantitative data. It is well structured to scrutinize a range of units and subunits in and 

within an organization Kothari (2014). Descriptive design helps to understand better the 

research framework as well as the enactment method. It also allows an in-depth 

comprehension of the correlation between istrategic iplanning, external ienvironment iand 

iperformance iof saccos in Kenya. The design method has been effectively used by other 

scholars in related studies in the past hence making it iappropriate ifor ithis study. 

3.3 Population 

Population iis ithe itotal icollection iof ielements iwith icommon iobservable ifeatures iwhereby, ifrom 

them, findings, interpretation or conclusions can be made. Population targeted for this study 

were good number of SACCOs in Kenya. This population was best suited to respond to the 
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questions because some SACCOs have used strategic planning in their operations, while 

others have not. 

 

3.4 Sampling Design 

The sampling frame was obtained from the registered SACCOs in Kenya. Sampling 

itechnique iused ifor ithis istudy iwas ipurposive isampling. This enabled researcher to have the 

right representation in ithe istudy. iA isample isize of 80 SACCOS was involved being half of the 

population under study. 

3.5 Data Collection 

This involves systematically and orderly gathering data on the research objective. Data can 

be gathered from both iprimary iand isecondary idata isources. iSecondary idata ifrom ibooks, 

ijournals, newspapers, annual reports and previous research papers submitted by other 

students. Primary idata iis icollected iusing ia iquestionnaire, interviews, schedules and available 

records (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2007). This study irelied ion iprimary idata icollected iby 

iadministering ia iquestionnaire. Respondents were targeted as the primary source of data.  

A questionnaire allowed the collection of data iover ia ilarge isample i(Kombo i2006). This is 

known to save time and minimize chances of being biased as it’s in written format. We 

administered the questtionaires to finance managers, administration mangers and marketing 

managers as they are the ones involved with the process of formulation and evaluation of 

strategies in SACCOs.  
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3.6 Data Analysis 

Data ianalysis iinvolved icarefully looking into the collected information and making 

deductions. This research used descriptive statistics and Content analysis as the preferred 

data analysis method. Descriptive statistics. It involved summarizing of the qualitative data 

into frequencies and sums that can be easily understood.  Descriptive statistics can use 

frequency icharts, igraphs iand ipie icharts ito itabulate imean, ifrequencies, istandard ideviation iand 

ipercentages. Correlation iand iregression iare iused ito ishow ithe iconnection ibetween  both 

dependent iand iindependent ivariables. Content analysis is studying written documentation and 

survey response data, making objective inferences on the strategic management practices.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

This ichapter ipresents idata ianalysis, ipresentation iand iinterpretation iof istudy findings on 

strategic planning, external environment and performance iof isavings iand icredit ico-operative 

isocieties (SACCOS) in Kenya. The section is ithus istructured iinto idata ianalysis, presentation, 

and iinterpretation iof the study results. 

Table 4. 1: Study Response Rate  

 

Sample Size Response Response Rate 

Top Level Managers 35 25 71.43 

Middle Level Managers 45 33 73.33 

Total 80 58 72.50 

Source: Field data (2019) 

Table 4.1 presents the targeted population in this study were 80 top-level and middle-level 

managers from 80 SACCOS in Kenya. However, out of the 80 targeted respondents in ithis 

istudy, ithe iresearcher iwas ionly iable ito iget ifully iresponses ifrom i58 irespondents, ithus, 

irepresenting ia itotal iresponse irate iof 72.50% of the total targeted population. For the purpose 

of undertaking the analysis, the response rate obtained was deemed reliable as Mugenda iand 

iMugenda i(2003) ipointed ithat ifor igeneralization ia iresponse irate iof i50% iis iadequate ifor ianalysis 

iand ireporting, i60% iis igood iand ia iresponse irate iof i70% iand iover iis iexcellent. iThe iexcellent 

iresponse irate iwas iaccredited ito ithe idata icollection iprocedure, iwhere ithe iresearcher iin iperson 
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iadministered ithe questionnaires after briefing the respondents ion ithe iactual ipurpose iof ithe 

istudy. 

4.2 Data Validity 

Validity is considered as the best iavailable iapproximation ito ithe itruth ior ifalsity iof ia igiven 

iinference, iproposition ior iconclusion. iIn iresearch, ia itest iis iperceived ito ibe ivalid iin ithe ievent 

iwhere iit iis iable ito imeasure iwhat iit’s isupposed ito imeasure. iAccording ito iKombo iand iTromp 

i(2006), ivalidity irefers ito ithe iaccuracy iand imeaningfulness iof ideductions as per research. In this 

study, the researcher first ascertained content validity of the data collection instrument in 

order to ensure that all sample-populations were well represented. To achieve this, the 

researcher carried out a pilot study that targeted 8 senior managers drawn from SACCOS 

around Nairobi County. The population used in pilot study constituted 10% of the total 

targeted population. The study results of the pilot itest iof iwere inot iincluded iin ithe ifinal istudy.  

4.3 Descriptive Statistics 

4.3.1 Strategic Planning and Organizational Performance 

Respondents iwere irequested to indicate whether ithey iagreed iwith ithe istatement ithat istrategic 

planning affects performance of SACCOS in Kenya. To indicate this, a three-point Likert 

scale constituting of Yes (3), Not Sure (2) and No (1) were utilized. Researcher expressed 

the results in the form of mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variation as presented 

iin iTable i4.2. 
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Table 4. 2: Strategic Planning and Organizational Performance 

  N Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

The coefficient 

of Variation 

(%) 

Does your organization have a 

strategy/corporate plan 58 3.94 0.89 
22.59 

Does your organization provide resources 

(time, money, staff support) specifically 

earmarked for strategic planning 

58 3.55 0.83 

23.38 

Does your organization have a written 

vision and mission statement 58 3.73 0.92 
24.66 

Does your organization periodically gather 

and analyse data about the market and 

other external factors that affect the 

business 

58 3.00 0.52 

17.33 

Do your management and higher-level 

staff participate in setting goals and 

objectives 

58 3.32 1.08 

32.53 

Do your management and higher-level 

staff participate in setting goals and 

objectives 

58 4.02 1.42 

35.32 

Does your organization assess the sector as 

a whole in terms of new competitors and 

concepts, new technologies, trends, labour 

practices 

58 3.93 1.02 

25.95 

Does your organization have a monitoring 

and evaluation system to track 

performance 

58 3.68 0.41 

11.10 

Does your organization have written goals 

(short or long term 58 4.32 1.35 
31.25 

Are the written goals quantified with 

measurable targets 58 4.23 1.56 
36.88 

Does your institution follow a defined set 

of procedures during strategic planning 

process 

58 3.97 1.23 

30.98 

Average 
58 3.79 1.02 26.54 

Source: Field data (2019) 

Table 4.2 presents the mean,standard deviation and the coeffiecient of varioation. The mean 

obtained ranged between 1to 5 the same as the Likert scale used in the questionnaire. In this 
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case, the mean of the date is the is the central value (average value) of the study data. 

Specifically, the mean was obtained by dividing the total the sum of the study values as per 

each statement divided by the number of values. In this case, the higher the mean the more 

effective a statement relating to strategic planning and performance of SACCOS was rated 

and vice versa. On ithe iother ihand, iresearcher iutilized istandard ideviation iin iorder ito imeasure ithe 

iamount iof ivariation ior idispersion iof istudy idata. iIn ithis icase, ia ilow istandard ideviation iindicates 

ithat ithe ivalues itend ito ibe iclose ito ithe imean iof ithe iset, iwhile ia ihigh istandard ideviation iindicates 

ithat ithe ivalues iare ispread iout iover ia iwider irange iand it ranged from zero (no dispersal at all) to 

1.56 (highest dispersal). The researcher further computed coefficient of variation (CV) in 

percentage in order to establish the prevalence of each factor. To achieve this, the researcher 

divided the standard deviation by mean scores. CV is specifically valuable when one wants 

to compare outcomes from two distinct surveys or tests that have different measures or 

values. This is key because the standard deviation is understood in the context of the mean 

of the collected data. The lower the value of the coefficient of variation, the more precise the 

estimate and thus the more prevalent a variable is. 

According to the study results illustrated in Table 4.2, it was established that, the statement 

with the highest coefficient of variation indicated are the written goals quantified with 

measurable targets (CV36.88%), next was do your management and higher-level staff 

participate in setting goals and objectives (CV 35.22%), this was followed by do your 

management and higher-level staff participate in setting goals and objectives (CV 32.53%), 

followed by does your organization have written goals (short or long term) (CV 31.25%), 

which was followed at close range by does your institution follow a defined set of 

procedures during strategic planning process (CV 30.98%). This was further followed by 
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does your organization iassess ithe isector ias ia iwhole iin iterms iof inew icompetitors iand iconcepts, 

inew itechnologies, itrends, ilabour ipractices i(CV i25.95%), ithen iit iwas ifollowed iby idoes iyour 

iorganization ihave ia iwritten ivision iand imission istatement i(CV i24.66%), ifollowed iby idoes iyour 

iorganization iprovide iresources i(time, imoney, istaff isupport) ispecifically iearmarked ifor istrategic 

iplanning i(CV 23.38%), then followed by does your organization have a strategy/corporate 

plan (CV 22.59), this was followed not at a close distance by does your organization 

iperiodically igather iand ianalyse idata iabout ithe imarket iand iother iexternal ifactors ithat iaffect ithe 

ibusiness i(CV 17.33), then it was lastly followed by does your organization have a 

monitoring and evaluation system to track performance (CV 11.10%). The average 

coefficient of variation was determined as 26.54% which is an indication that strategic 

planning tend to affect performance of SACCOS by 26.54%.  

4.3.2 Length of Time Strategic Plan Covers 

Respondents who indicated that their organizations had strategic plan were requested to 

indicate the length of time the strategic plan covered.  

Table  4. 3: Length of Time Strategic Plan Covers 

Number of Years Total Percentage 

Less than 2 Years 4 6.9 

3-5 Years 31 53.4 

More than 5 Years 11 19 

Don’t Know 12 20.7 

Total 58 100 

Source: Field data (2019) 

Table 4.3presents that majority, 53.4% of respondents indicated that their organizational 

strategic plan covers between 3-5 years, 30.7% indicated that they didn’t know the length of 
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time their organizational plan covered, 19% indicated more than 5 years while the least 

indicated that their organizational plan covered less than 2 years. 

4.3.2 How Well the Organization is Doing in Achieving its Goals 

Respondents were further requested by the researcher to indicate how well their 

organizations were doing in achieving their organizational goals. Results are as presented in 

Table 4.4. 

Table  4. 4: How Well the Organization is Doing in Achieving its Goals 

 Total Percentage 

Excellent 7 12.1 

Very Good 20 34.5 

Good 23 39.6 

Fair 8 13.8 

Total 58 100 

Source field data (2019) 

Table 4.4 presents that, 39.6% of respondents indicated that their organizations were doing 

good in achieving their organizational goals, 34.5% very good, 13.8% indicated fair while 

12.1% indicated that their organizations were doing excellent in achieving their 

organizational goals. 

4.4 External Environment and Performance 

To measure how external environment influenced performance iof iSACCOS, ithe researcher 

asked respondnets to indicate the extent ito iwhich ithey iagreed iwith ithe ifollowing istatements 

regarding external environment and performance of SACCOS. To achieve this, researcher 

utilized a 5-point Likert-type in which case 5 irepresented istrongly iagree iwhile i1 irepresented 
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istrongly idisagree. iResearcher iexpressed ithe iresults iin ithe iform iof imean, istandard ideviation iand 

icoefficient iof ivariation ias ipresented iin iTable i4.5. 

 

Table  4. 5: External Environment and Performance 

 Total Mean Std. 

Dev 

The 

coefficient of 

Variation (%) 

Environmental factors (political, economic, social, 

technology, environment and legal) affect 

performance 

58 4.26 1.67 39.24 

Strategic planning being a top priority activity, 

performed on a regular basis, e.g., each year 

improves organizational performance. 

58 4.19 1.71 40.81 

Use of situational diagnosis to formulate strategic 

plan options improves organizational performance 

58 4.34 1.48 34.06 

Identification of key threats & opportunities during 

market analysis improves organizational 

performance 

58 4.47 1.50 33.59 

Periodically gathering and analysing data about 

market and other external factors which affect the 

business improves organizational performance 

58 3.75 1.12 29.87 

Provision of resources (time, money, staff support, 

etc.) earmarked specifically for strategic planning 

improves organizational performance 

58 4.38 1.56 35.62 

Comparison of the organization’s performance and 

operational characteristics with those of 

competitors improves organizational performance 

58 4.29 1.75 40.76 

Strategy is guided by the external environment 

aspects 

58 3.83 0.73 19.04 

The competition makes part of environment 58 4.14 1.08 26.18 

The organization has a dynamic environment that is 

hard to deal with 

58 3.67 0.66 17.95 

Resource commitment is guided by environmental 

variable 

58 3.91 0.98 25.04 

Service delivery uniqueness is driven by external 

environment 

58 3.72 1.45 38.94 

Marketplace price competitiveness is determined 

by external environment 

58 4.34 1.87 43.04 
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Having knowledge of and access to sources of 

information about the sector, markets, and other 

external factors improves organizational 

performance 

58 4.81 1.40 29.10 

systematically measuring actual performance vs. 

goals set improves organizational performance 

58 4.83 0.38 7.89 

AVERAGE  4.20 1.29 30.74 

Source: field data (2019) 

 Table 4.5presents that the mean obtained ranged between 1to 5 the same as the Likert scale 

used in the questionnaire. In this case, the mean of the date is the is the central value 

(average value) of the study data. Specifically, the mean was obtained by dividing the total 

the sum of the study values as per each statement divided by the number of values. In this 

case, the higher the mean the more effective a statement relating to external factors and 

organizational performance of SACCOS was rated and vice versa. On the other hand, 

researcher utilized istandard ideviation iin iorder ito imeasure ithe iamount iof ivariation ior idispersion 

iof istudy idata. iIn ithis icase, ia ilow istandard ideviation iindicates ithat ithe ivalues itend ito ibe iclose ito ithe 

imean iof ithe iset, iwhile ia ihigh istandard ideviation iindicates ithat ithe ivalues iare ispread iout iover ia 

iwider irange iand it ranged from zero (no dispersal at all) to 1.75 (highest dispersal). The 

researcher further computed coefficient of variation (CV) in percentage in order to establish 

the prevalence of each factor. To achieve this, the researcher divided the standard deviation 

by mean scores. CV is specifically valuable when one wants to compare outcomes from two 

distinct surveys or tests that have different measures or values. This is key because the 

standard deviation is understood in the context of the mean of the collected data. The lower 

the value of the coefficient of variation, the more precise the estimate and thus the more 

prevalent a variable is. 
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As Illustrated in Table 4.5, the key external factor that influenced performance of SACCOS 

was established to be marketplace iprice icompetitiveness iis idetermined iby iexternal 

ienvironment (CV=43.04) which was followed by followed closely by strategic planning 

being a itop ipriority iactivity, iperformed ion ia iregular ibasis, ie.g., ieach iyear improves 

organizational performance (CV=40.81), followed closely by comparison of the 

organization’s performance iand ioperational icharacteristics iwith ithose iof icompetitors iimproves 

organizational performance (CV=40.76. Environmental factors (political, economic, social, 

technology, environment and legal) affect performance (CV=39.24) which was closely 

followed by service delivery uniqueness is driven by external environment (CV=38.94). 

Next was provision of resources (time, money, staff support, etc.) earmarked specifically for 

strategic planning improves organizational iperformance i(CV=35.62) iwhich iwas ifollowed 

iclosely iby iuse iof isituational idiagnosis ito iformulate istrategic iplan ioptions iimproves 

iorganizational iperformance i(CV=34.06) ifollowed iby iidentification iof ikey ithreats i& 

iopportunities iduring imarket ianalysis iimproves iorganizational iperformance i(CV=33.59). 

iFollowed iwas iperiodically igathering iand ianalyzing idata iabout imarket iand iother iexternal ifactors 

iwhich iaffect ithe ibusiness iimproves iorganizational iperformance i(CV=29.87) ifollowed inext iby 

ihaving iknowledge iof iand iaccess ito isources iof iinformation iabout ithe isector, imarkets, iand iother 

iexternal ifactors iimproves iorganizational iperformance i(CV=29.10), iagain ifollowed iby 

icompetition imakes ipart iof ienvironment i(CV=26.18) iwhich iwas iclosely ifollowed i iby iresource 

icommitment iis iguided iby ienvironmental ivariable i(CV=25.04. iThe ileast iwas istrategy iis iguided 

iby ithe iexternal ienvironment iaspects i(CV=19.04) ifollowed iby iorganization ihas ia idynamic 

ienvironment ithat iis ihard ito ideal iwith i(CV=17.95), and lastly by systematically measuring 

actual performance vs. goals set improves organizational performance (CV=7.89). The 
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average coefficient of variation was determined as 30.74% which is an indication that 

external environment tend to affect performance of SACCOS by 30.74%.  

4.5 Organizational Performance 

To measure organizational performance of SACCOS, the researcher asked respondnets to 

indicate the extent to which they agreed with the following statements regarding 

organizational performance of SACCOS. To achieve this, researcher utilized a 5-point 

Likert-type in which case 5 represented strongly agree while 1 represented strongly disagree. 

Researcher expressed the results in the form of mean, standard deviation and coefficient of 

variation as presented in Table 4.6. 

Table  4. 6: Organizational Performance 

  N Mean Std. 

Deviation 

Coefficient of Variation (%) 

Delivery of service to customers 58 4.19 2.13 50.84 

Quality of products and services 

offered to customers 

58 4.50 2.62 58.22 

Customer satisfaction rate 58 4.10 2.33 56.78 

Market share 58 3.81 1.59 41.73 

Customer retention rate 58 4.14 2.41 58.24 

 Average 58 4.15 2.22 53.16 

Source: field study 2019 

Table 4.5presents that the mean obtained ranged between 1to 5 the same as the Likert scale 

used in the questionnaire. In this case, the mean of the date is the is the central value 

(average value) of the study data. Specifically, the mean was obtained by dividing the total 

the sum of the study values as per each statement divided by the number of values. In this 

case, the higher the mean the more effective a statement relating to organizational 
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performance of SACCOS was rated and vice versa. On the other hand, researcher utilized 

standard deviation in order to measure the amount of variation or dispersion of study data. In 

this case, a low istandard ideviation iindicates ithat ithe ivalues itend ito ibe iclose ito ithe imean iof ithe 

iset, iwhile ia ihigh istandard ideviation iindicates ithat ithe ivalues iare ispread iout iover ia iwider irange 

and it ranged from zero (no dispersal at all) to 2.62 (highest dispersal). The researcher 

further computed coefficient of variation (CV) in percentage in order to establish the 

prevalence of each factor. To achieve this, the researcher divided the standard deviation by 

mean scores. CV is specifically valuable when one wants to compare outcomes from two 

distinct surveys or tests that have different measures or values. This is key because the 

standard deviation is understood in the context of the mean of the collected data. The lower 

the value of the coefficient of variation, the more precise the estimate and thus the more 

prevalent a variable is. 

As illustrated in Table 4.7, the study results established that the highest measure of 

organizational performance was customer retention rate (CV=58.24), followed closely by 

quality of products and services offered to customers (CV=58.22). It was followed by 

customer retention rate (CV=56.78), followed at a distance by delivery of service to 

customers (CV=50.84) and was lastly followed by market share (CV=41.73). The average 

coefficient of variation was determined as 53.16% which is an indication that factors under 

consideration influence organizational performance of SACCOS by 53.16%. 

4.5.1 Strategic Planning and Organizational Performance  

To measure the extent to which strategic planning iinfluence iorganizational iperformance iof 

iSACCOS, ithe iresearcher iasked irespondnets ito iindicate ithe iextent ito iwhich ithey iagreed iwith the 

following statements regarding strategic iplanning iand iorganizational iperformance iof 
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iSACCOS. iTo iachieve ithis, iresearcher iutilized ia i5-point iLikert-type iin iwhich icase i5 irepresented 

istrongly iagree iwhile i1 irepresented istrongly idisagree. iResearcher iexpressed ithe iresults iin ithe 

iform iof imean, istandard ideviation iand icoefficient iof ivariation ias presented in Table 4.7 

Table  4. 7: Strategic Planning and Organizational Performance 

 TOTAL Mean Std. 

Deviation 

Coefficient 

of Variation 

(%) 

Your organization strategy achieves 

direction and control 

58 3.21 1.56 48.60 

Organization strategy achieve 

sustainable competitive advantage 

58 3.38 1.63 48.23 

Organization strategy achieve 

organizations-environment match 

58 3.78 1.77 46.88 

Organization strategy achieve 

efficiency in the allocation of 

resources 

58 4.07 2.53 62.18 

Organization strategy achieve 

improved innovation and creativity 

58 4.19 2.16 51.56 

AVERAGE  3.72 1.93 51.49 

Source: field data (2019) 

Table 4.7 presennted that the mean obtained ranged between 1to 5 the same as the Likert 

scale used in the questionnaire. In this case, the mean of the data is the is the central value 

(average value) of the study data. Specifically, the mean was obtained by dividing the total 

the sum of the study values as per each statement divided by the number of values. On ithe 

iother ihand, iresearcher iutilized istandard ideviation iin iorder ito imeasure ithe iamount iof ivariation ior 

idispersion iof istudy idata. iIn ithis icase, ia ilow istandard ideviation iindicates ithat ithe ivalues itend ito ibe 

iclose ito ithe imean iof ithe iset, iwhile ia ihigh istandard ideviation iindicates ithat ithe ivalues iare ispread 

iout iover ia iwider irange iand it ranged from zero (no dispersal at all) to 2.62 (highest dispersal). 

The researcher further computed coefficient of variation (CV) in percentage in order to 
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establish the prevalence of each factor. To achieve this, the researcher divided the standard 

deviation by mean scores. The lower the value of the coefficient of variation, the more 

precise the estimate and thus the more prevalent a variable is. 

As illustrated from Table 4.7, it was established that organization strategy achieve efficiency 

in the allocation of resources (CV=62.18), followed at a distance by organization strategy 

achieve improved innovation and creativity (CV=51.56. It was also established that 

organization strategy achieves direction and control (CV=48.60), followed closely by 

organization strategy achieve sustainable competitive advantage (CV=48.23) and lastly by 

organization strategy achieve organizations-environment match (CV=46.88). 

4.6 Inferential Statistics 

In order to deduce  the properties of the underlying probality distribution we wi analyse the 

data from the field using Correlation Analysis, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), Regression 

Analysis as shown below. 

4.6.1 Model summary 

The coefficient iof idetermination i(r2) iwas icarried iout ito imeasure ihow iwell ithe istatistical imodel 

iwas ilikely ito ipredict ifuture ioutcomes. iThe icoefficient iof idetermination, i(r2) iis ithe isquare iof ithe 

isample icorrelation icoefficient ibetween ioutcomes iand ipredicted ivalues. As such it explains ithe 

icontribution iof ithe iindependent ivariables ito the dependent variable.  
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Table 4. 8: Model Summary    

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error 

of the 

Estimate 

     1 0.738 0.545 0.214 0.160 

 

Predictors: (Constant), strategic planning, external 

environment 

Source: Survey Data (2019) 

The two independent variables that were studied (strategic planning and external 

environment), explain 54.5% of organizational iperformance iof iSACCOS iin iKenya ias idepicted 

iby ithe iadjusted iR2. iThis itherefore imeans ithat iother ifactors inot istudied iin ithis iresearch icontribute 

i45.5% iof iorganizational iperformance iof iSACCOS iin iKenya iwhich ican ibe iattributed ito iother 

ifactors inot iinvestigated iin ithis istudy. 

4.6.2 Correlation Analysis 

The researcher computed Karl Pearson’s correlation of coefficient (r) in order to establish 

the relationship between the various research variables as well as their findings. For the 

purpode of this study, the researcher carried out correlation analysis ( R) in order to establish 

the strength of the relationship which exists between dependent and independent variables. 

Pearson correlation varie from -1.00 to +1.00 with positive values indicating positive 

relations while negative values suggest negative relations among study variables. 
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Table  4. 9: Coefficient of Correlation Analysis 
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Organizational Performance 
Pearson Correlation 1   

Sig. (2-tailed)    

Strategic Planning Pearson Correlation 0.532 1  

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.086   

External Environment Pearson Correlation 0.624 0.276 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.037 0.0458  

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.023 0.4300 0.07146 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.042 0.0925 0.7347 

Source: Survey Data (2019) 

Based ion ithe ifindings iof ithe istudy, iit iwas iclear ithat ithere iwas ia ipositive icorrelation ibetween 

iorganizational performance and strategic planning as depicted by the correlation figure of 

0.532. Additionally, it was also clear ithat ithere iwas ia ipositive icorrelation ibetween 

iorganizational performance and external environment factors as depicted by the correlation 

figure of 0.624. Therefore, it was overall established that a positive correlation (r) existed 

between iorganizational iperformance iand istrategic iplanning iand iexternal ienvironmental ifactors. 
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4.6.3 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

The analysis of variance obtained from the study are as depicted by Table 4.10 below. 

Table 4.10: Analysis of Variance 

Model Sum of 

Squares 

DF Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression .026 3 .009 3.409 . 0.015b 

Residual .958 46 .021   

Total .984 49    

a. Dependent Variable: ROA 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Equity to Debt Ratio, Debt Ratio, Equity Ratio 

Source: Survey Data (2019) 

The analysis of variance results obtained revealed that all variables under study were 

significant as since their overall significance levels (0.015) which is less than 5%. All 

independent variables were regressed against the main dependent variable (financial 

performance) in order to establish the overall variance. According to the variance results 

obtained, it was found out that, the F-statistic of the model was 3.409 which was statistically 

significant at 0.1470.% confidence level. The study finding is an indication that the overall 

model is significant and can thus be utilized for the purposes of making predictions at 5% 

level of significance.  
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4.6.4 Regression Analysis 

This is to estimate the relationship between strategic planning,environment and performance 

of SACCOs in Kenya. 

Table 4. 11: Regression Coefficient 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

(Constant) 0.101 0.243  0.415 0.001 

Strategic Planning 0.613 0.813 0.185 0.754 0.455 

External 

Environment 

0.456 0.009 0.076 0.303 0.763 

Source: Survey Data (2019) 

Table 4. 11 presents the findings showing the statistically significant test of the predictor 

variables in the study model. It shows the estimation of the independent variables, standard 

error and the t-ratios. According to the regression model shown above, the organizational 

performance of SACCOS in Kenya is 0.101 provided strategic planning and external 

environment are held constant at zero value. A unit change in strategic planning of SACCOS 

will result to a 0.613 increase in organizational performance of SACCOS in Kenya while a 

unit change in external environment will result into a 0.456 change in organizational 

performance of SACCOS in Kenya.  

Therefore, the study regression model can be expresses as follows: 

Y= 0.101+0.163X1+0.456  

Where: X1 represents Strategic Planning 
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X2 represent External Environment 

X3 represent Equity to Debt Ratio. 

 

4.8 Discussion of Results 

This chapter discuses the findings of the research carried out in SACCOs in Kenya. 

4.8.1 Influence of Strategic Planning on Organizational Performance of SACCOS in 

Kenya 

The first objective iof ithe istudy iwas ito idetermine ithe iinfluence ithat istrategic iplanning ihas ion 

iorganizational iperformance iin iSACCOS iin iKenya. iBased ion ithe istudy iresults, iit iwas iestablished  

ithat ithe imajor iinfluence iof istrategic iplanning ion iorganizational iperformance iof iSACCOS iin 

iKenya iis ithat iby iutilizing istrategic iplanning itools, SACCOS in Kenya are able to establish sets 

of written goals that are specifically quantified with measurable targets that SACCOS 

intends to achieve. It was also established that, by employing strategic planning strategies, 

managers as well as higher ranking staffs in SACCOS are able to be involved in setting 

organizational goals as well as making sure that the objectives set are achievable in the long 

run to improve organizational performance. The study results are in agreement with Bryson 

(1989) who indicate that involving employees in strategic planning helps in providing the 

direction so staff members are aware of the results expected by the organization and where 

to exert their efforts. The reason why SACCOS in Kenya are involving their managers and 

higher-level staffs in goal and objective setting is because the ioutcomes ifrom ithe idecisions 

imade ican igreatly iaffect iboth ithe icompany's ihealth iand iits iemployees. iTherefore, ibringing 

imanagers iand ihigher-level istaffs ionboard iwhen imaking idecisions iabout ithe icompany's ifuture 

ihelps istrengthen iits irelationship iwith ieach iemployee. This in turn allows companies ito igain 
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irespect ifrom itheir istaffs iand iinstill ia isense iof iresponsibility iin itheir iworkforce iwhen ithey allow 

their staffs to participate in goal and objectives settings.  

The study further established that respondents indicated that their organizations have in 

place written goals constituting of both short-term and long-term goals. Setting goals is very 

essential to an organization as it helps in making it clear to everyone within the company as 

to what firm’s priorities are. For SACCOS, the key aim of having written goals in place is to 

show employees what they need to focus on the most while undertaking their duties which 

then helps them to be able to prioritize their tasks.  

The study in addition found out that respondents indicated that their organization followed a 

defined iset iof iprocedures iduring istrategic iplanning iprocess. iThis ifinding iconforms iwith iYoung 

i(2003) iwho idefines istrategic iplanning, ias ia iformal iyet iflexible iprocess ito idetermine iwhere ian 

iorganization icurrently iis iand iwhere iit ishould ibe iin ithe ifuture. iThis itherefore imeans ithat iit iis ivery 

iessential ifor iorganizations ito iensure ithat ithey ifollow istrategic iplanning iprocess iso ias ito iensure 

ithat iall ithe istrategic iplans ibeing iset iare ieffective iand icapable iof iallowing ian iorganization ito 

iachieve iits ioperational iobjectives. iRespondents ifurther iindicated ithat itheir iorganization iprovide 

iresources i(time, imoney, istaff isupport) ispecifically iearmarked for strategic planning. This is in 

agreement with Phillips & Moutinho (1999) who assert that the sole purpose of strategic 

planning is to improve strategic performance.  

4.8.2 To Establish the Connection Between Strategic Planning, External Environment 

and Organizational Performance 

The second iobjective iof ithe istudy iwas ito idetermine ithe iconnection ithat iexisted ibetween istrategic 

iplanning, iexternal ienvironment iand iorganizational iperformance. iThe istudy iresults iestablished 

ithat imarketplace iprice icompetitiveness iis idetermined iby iexternal ienvironment. SACCOS in 
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Kenya utilize market price competitiveness strategy once ia iprice ifor itheir iproducts iand iservice 

ihave ireached ia ilevel iof iequilibrium, iwhich ioccurs iwhen ia iproduct ihas ibeen ion ithe imarket ifor ia 

ilong itime iand ithere iare imany isubstitutes. This can be due to the fact that there are many 

SACCOS in Kenya offering the same products particularly loans and other banking services. 

The study in addition established that strategic iplanning ibeing ia itop ipriority iactivity,  

iperformed ion ia iregular ibasis, ie.g., ieach iyear iimproves iorganizational iperformance. iFurther, iit 

iwas iestablished ithat ienvironmental ifactors iparticularly ipolitical, ieconomic, isocial, itechnology,  

ienvironment iand ilegal iaffect iperformance. The study results are in agreement with the 

findings of Kobia & Mohamed, (2006) who established that delays in resource availability, 

political interference and economic variations have been attributed to poor performance 

even with the presence of a well formulated strategy. Therefore, external environment is an 

important part of strategic management. Thus, it is very clear that the external environment 

is a great contributor to the performance of an organization. Organizations need to consider 

their external environment in formulating their strategic plans in order to experience great 

performance.  Due to this reason, external environmental factors play an important role in 

formation and implementation of business strategy and hence external environment cannot 

be ignored in the search of positive organizational performance. 

The study in addition established that respondents were of the opinion that periodically 

igathering iand ianalyzing idata iabout imarket iand iother iexternal ifactors iwhich iaffect the business 

improves organizational performance. Also, respondents indicated that having knowledge iof 

iand iaccess ito isources iof iinformation iabout ithe isector, imarkets, iand iother iexternal ifactors 

improves organizational performance. The study finding in this case agrees with Messah & 

Kariuki, (2011) who posit that Organizations face turbulent and very rapidly changing 
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environment. These are translated into complex, multifaceted and interlinked streams of 

ideas. Turbulence has an effect on work, structures, organizational designs, resource 

allocation thus resulting into variations in performance. Bagire and Namada (2013) are of 

the opinion that outcomes of organizations partly caused by the manifestations of the 

environment. Good iperformance iby ian iorganization iis iachieved iwhen iits ireaction iof iits istrategy 

iis iat ipar iwith ithe ichanges iin ithe ienvironment i(Ansoff & Sullivan, 1993). 

The study in addition found out that respondents indicated that the highest measure of 

organizational performance was customer retention rate as iwell ias ithe iquality iof iproducts iand 

iservices ioffered ito icustomers. iThis ican ibe iattributed ito ithe ifact ithat iretaining icustomers iallows 

ian iorganization ito isave ion iits imarketing icosts iwhich is normally very high in trying to acquire 

new customers. For SACCOS, retaining a customer means that the organization is operating 

at a higher level than the one which has lost its customers. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

This ichapter ipresents ia isummary iof ithe istudy ifindings, iconclusion, recommendations made and 

finally the limitations of the study on the strategic planning, external environment and 

performance iof isavings iand icredit ico-operative isocieties i(SACCOS) iin iKenya.  

5.2 Summary of the Study  

Based on the study results, it was iestablished ithat imajority iof irespondents iindicated ithat itheir 

organizations had written goals quantified with measurable targets and also that 

management iand ihigher-level istaff iare iusually iengaged iin isetting igoals iand objectives. that are 

ispecifically iquantified iwith imeasurable itargets ithat iSACCOS intends to achieve. It was also 

established that, by employing strategic planning strategies, managers as well as higher 

ranking staffs in SACCOS are able to be involved in setting organizational goals as well as 

making sure that the objectives set are achievable in the long run to improve organizational 

performance. 

The study in addition ifound iout ithat irespondents iindicated ithat itheir iorganization ifollowed ia 

idefined iset iof iprocedures iduring istrategic iplanning iprocess. iThis itherefore imeans ithat iit iis ivery 

iessential ifor iorganizations ito iensure ithat ithey ifollow istrategic iplanning iprocess iso ias ito iensure 

ithat iall ithe istrategic iplans ibeing iset iare ieffective iand icapable iof iallowing ian iorganization ito 

iachieve iits ioperational iobjectives. iThe istudy iin iaddition iestablished ithat iSACCOS itends ito 

iassess ithe isector ias ia iwhole iin iterms iof inew icompetitors iand iconcepts, new technologies, 

trends, labour practices iin iorder ito iestablish ithe iexisting itrends iin itheir isector iof ioperations ias 
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ithis iwill iultimately ienable ithem ito icompete imore ieffectively. iIn iaddition, iit iwas ifound iout ithat 

iSACCOS iperiodically igather iand ianalyse idata iabout ithe imarket iand iother iexternal ifactors ithat 

iaffect ithe ibusiness.  

Further, it was established that, majority of SACCOS strategic plans in Kenya covers 

between 3-5 years. This strategic plan time frame by SACCOS in Kenya is very essential 

about iplanning ifor ithe ifuture iin ithe imedium iand ilong iterm. iThis iis idue ito ithe ifact ithat ia istrategic 

iplanning ifor itimeframe iover i5 iyears ican ibe iproblematical ibecause iit iis idifficult ito isee ithat ifar iinto 

ithe ifuture.  

The study results also established that imarketplace iprice icompetitiveness iis idetermined iby 

iexternal ienvironment iof ian iorganization isince iit imust ioffer iits iproducts iand iservices ibased ion ithe 

iprevailing imarket iprice. iWith ithis iconcern, iSACCOS imust imake isure ithat ithey ioffer itheir iloans 

iwhich iis ibasically itheir ikey iproduct ibased ion ithe iprevailing iinterest irate iin ithe imarket. i iIn 

iaddition, ithe istudy iestablished ithat, istrategic iplanning ibeing ia top priority activity by SACCOS 

in Kenya is performed on a regular basis which in turn improves their overall performance. 

Furthermore, the study established that SACCOS do undertake regular comparison of their 

overall performance iiand iioperational iicharacteristics iiwith iithose iiof iicompetitors iioperating iiin iithe 

iifinancial iimarket iiso iias iito iiimprove iitheir iiperformance iiand iialso iithat iienvironmental iifactors 

ii(political, iieconomic, iisocial, technology, environment and legal) affect performance of 

SACCOS. This is attributed to the fact that SACCOS don’t have any control over these 

external factors which means that if proper mitigating factors are not instituted, they might 

affect their performance. In Kenya, a number of prevailing external environmental factors 

especially political and economic factors have been significantly impacting the operations of 

SACCOS.  
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It was further established that SACCOS in Kenya operate in dynamic environment that is 

hard to deal with due to unpredicted environmental factors especially political, economic 

and technological factors. In addition, it was established that the highest measure of 

organizational performance was customer retention rate, quality of products and services 

offered to customers, customer retention rate, and market share. All these measures of 

SACCO performance are very essential since they determine the efficiency with which they 

are able to serve their customers given that financial sector in which they operate is a service 

sector which is very sensitive to operate in. 

5.3 Conclusion of the Study 

Based ion ithe istudy iresults, it was concluded that the major influence of strategic iplanning ion 

iorganizational iperformance iof SACCOS in Kenya is that by utilizing strategic iplanning itools, 

SACCOS in Kenya are able to establish sets of written goals that are specifically quantified 

with measurable targets that SACCOS intends to achieve. In addition, the study concluded 

that by employing strategic planning strategies, managers as well as higher ranking staffs in 

SACCOS are able to be involved in setting organizational goals as well as making sure that 

the objectives set are achievable in the long run to improve organizational performance. 

The istudy ialso iconcluded ithat ithe ireason iwhy iSACCOS iin iKenya iare iinvolving itheir imanagers 

and higher-level staffs in goal and objective setting is because the outcomes from the 

idecisions imade ican igreatly iaffect iboth ithe icompany's ihealth iand iits iemployees. iIn iaddition, the 

study concluded that for SACCOS, the key aim of having written goals in place is to show 

employees what they need to focus on the most while undertaking their duties which then 

helps them to be able to prioritize their tasks. 
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The study further concluded that marketplace iprice icompetitiveness iis idetermined iby iexternal 

ienvironment. SACCOS in Kenya utilize market price competitiveness strategy once ia iprice 

ifor itheir iproducts iand iservice ihave ireached ia ilevel iof iequilibrium, iwhich ioccurs iwhen ia iproduct 

ihas ibeen ion ithe imarket ifor ia ilong itime iand ithere iare imany isubstitutes. This can be due to the 

fact that there are many SACCOS in Kenya offering the same products particularly loans 

and other banking services. In addition, the study concluded that strategic iplanning ibeing ia 

itop ipriority iactivity, iperformed ion ia iregular ibasis, ie.g., ieach iyear iimproves organizational 

performance of SACCOS. Further, it was concluded that environmental factors particularly 

political, economic, social, technology, environment and legal affect performance. Thus, it is 

very clear that the external environment is a great contributor to the performance of an 

organization. Organizations need to consider their external environment in formulating their 

strategic plans in order to experience great performance.  Due to this reason, external 

environmental factors play an important role in formation iand iimplementation iof ibusiness 

istrategy iand ihence iexternal ienvironment icannot ibe iignored iin ithe isearch iof ipositive 

iorganizational iperformance. 

Further, the study iconcluded ithat ithe ihighest imeasure of organizational performance was 

customer retention rate, quality iof iproducts iand iservices ioffered ito icustomers, customer 

retention rate, and market share. All these measures of SACCO performance are very 

essential since they determine ithe iefficiency iwith iwhich ithey iare iable ito iserve their customers 

given that financial sector in which they operate is a service sector which is very sensitive to 

operate in. 
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5.4 Recommendation of the Study 

1. To improve their performance, SACCOS in Kenya should focus towards developing 

effective strategic plans that will ensure that appropriate monitoring of the external 

environment in which they operate is carried out so as to ensure that SACCOS are 

able to continuously address the needs of their customers better than their 

competitors. 

2. SACCOS in Kenya should further their external environment, strategic plans, values, 

culture, goals and mission to ensure that both corporate and functional strategies are 

strengthened and made known to all employees across the organization. iTo isucceed iin 

ibuilding ia isustainable ifinancial iperformance, iSACCOS ishould itry ito iprovide iwhat 

icustomers iperceive ias iof isuperior ivalue iwhich means continuous study of customer’s 

needs must be used to a great extent. 

3. SACCOS should ensure that they diverse their strategic plans in order to increase 

their market share. SACCOS needs to consider strategic plans involving teaming up 

with some of their competitors where possible in order to reduce the impact of the 

threat of competition which will ultimately enhance their organizational 

performance. 

5.5 Implication of the Study 

The study has great value aand impact to knowledge, practice and policy making. 

Implication to knowledge 

This study helped to support existing theories of strategic planning, environmental factors 

and those of organizational performance. This was so as the study come up with new 

dimension in which the theories could be viewed and therefore increased knowledge. The 
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study also formed a foundation for additional research. The findings can either nullify or 

support a hypothesis and this also resulted in additional knowledge. The study was also 

useful in academics, since it can be used by researchers, academicians, executives and also 

students can use it as a source of secondary source of information as they go about their 

studies. Authors can also use the findings as a reference in writing books, journals and other 

research papers in academics. 

Implication to practice 

In practice, the study was of great use to managers in aligning organizations’ vision and 

mission with the prevailing external factors and this will ensure survival and profitability of 

organizations. Managers must take keen interest in external factors affecting their 

organizations and use the information they derive from scanning the environment to 

formulate strategies in organizations. Information from scanning the environment helped 

managers match strategies with the environment and also enable them predict the future of 

an organization in order to develop the right trajectory measures for the future. 

Implication to policies 

In policy making, the study was useful as well. When organizations scan the environment, 

they can then formulate and implement the best policies for the land. These policies were 

favorable to organizations operating on the land. The study also help SACCOS in Kenya to 

be run effectively and efficiently, taking note of the prevailing conditions, and hence 

improving their performance and chances of survival in turbulent conditions. 
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5.6 Limitations of the Study 

While undertaking this study, there are a number of limitations that the researcher faced. The 

first limitation that was faced while undertaking this study is that a number of respondents 

were reluctant to provide the information the study sought to establish as they considered it 

very sensitive to disclose. To solve this limitation, the researcher assured respondents that 

the information they were providing was to be used strictly for academic purpose and the 

highest level of confidentiality was to be maintained. In addition, respondents were assured 

that their names or related information was not to appear anywhere in the questionnaires. 

Further, researcher promised to keep the questionnaires under key and lock so as to prevent 

the data from being accessed by unauthorized individuals. 

Another limitation faced in this study was time constraint. This was occasioned by the fact 

that researcher had to collect data from 80 SACCOS across Kenya which required a lot of 

time to administer questionnaire. However, to mitigate this, researcher involved the services 

of two research assistants who were trained and assisted in administering of the 

questionnaire. 

5.6 Areas suggested for Further Studies 

The key objective iof ithis istudy iwas ito iexamine ithe iinfluence iof istrategic iplanning, external 

environment and performance iof SACCOS in Kenya. The study therefore suggests that, an 

additional study need to be undertaken to examine how strategic planning and external 

environment influence the performance iof icommercial ibanks iin iKenya. This is because the 

current study iwas icarried iamong iSACCOS, hence, the results could not be used for 

generalization of the entire financial sector in Kenya. 
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LIST OF APPENDICES 

Appendix I: letter of introduction 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

RE: Research Information 

 

I am a postgraduate student at the University of Nairobi pursuing Master of Business 

Administration in School of Business. As part of the course requirements, I am 

undertaking a research proposal to establish the contribution of strategic planning and 

environment towards performance of organizations. 

To fulfill information requirements for the study, I intend to collect data from your 

institution. The information being requested is purely for academic purposes and will be 

treated in strict confidence, and will not be used for any purposes other than for my 

research. 

I would really appreciate if you would allow me to access all the relevant information for 

the research proposal. Any additional information you might consider useful for the study 

is most welcome. 

 

Thank you. 

Christine Muguru Muchoki 
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Appendix II: Letter of Introduction UON 
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Appendix III: questionnaire  

APPENDIX II: QUESTIONNAIRE 

The questionnaire is designed to collect data from SACCOs in Kenya to be used in 

evaluating the relationship between strategic planning, external environment and 

organization performance. The data shall be used for academic purposes only and will be 

treated with strict confidence. Your participation in facilitating the study is highly 

appreciated 

 

SECTION A: DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 

1) Within which Age bracket do you fall? (Tick where applicable) 

21-30 years [  ]     31-40 years [  ]      41-50 years [  ]                                                                        

51- 60 years [  ] Over 60 years [  ] 

2) What is your highest achieved level of education? (Tick where applicable) 

Primary [  ] Secondary [  ]       College [  ]       University [  ] 

3) Which position are you in your organization? 

  Top Level Management [  ] 

Middle Level employees [  ] 

4) How long have you been working with your organization? 

 5) Years or less [  ] 5-10 years [  ] 10 years and above [  ] 
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SECTION B: STRATEGIC PLANNING 

6). For each question below, tick in the indicated box YES (if in agreement with the 

statement) or NO (if disagreeing with the statement) or NOT SURE 

No. Statement Yes Not 

sure 

No 

1 Does your organization have a strategy/corporate plan?    

2 Does your organization provide resources (time, money, staff 

support) specifically earmarked for strategic planning? 

   

3 Does your organization have a written vision and mission 

statement? 

   

4 Does your organization periodically gather and analyse data 

about the market and other external factors that affect the 

business? 

   

5 Do your management and higher-level staff participate in 

setting goals and objectives? 

   

6 Do your management and higher-level staff participate in 

setting goals and objectives? 

   

7 Does your organization assess the sector as a whole in terms of 

new competitors and concepts, new technologies, trends, 

labour practices? 

   

8 Does your organization have a monitoring and evaluation 

system to track performance? 

   

9 Does your organization have written goals (short or long 

term)? 

   

10 Are the written goals quantified with measurable targets    

11 Does your institution follow a defined set of procedures during 

strategic planning process? 

   

 

7. If your organization has a strategic plan, what length of time does it cover? 

Less than 2yrs  [      ] 

3-5 yrs.  [      ] 

More than 5yrs [      ] 

Don’t know  [      ] 
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8. Overall, how well is the organization doing in achieving its goals? 

Excellent   [     ] 

Very good   [     ] 

Good    [     ] 

Fair    [     ] 

Poor    [     ] 

SECTION C: EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 

9) For each statement below, indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 

statement according to your organization. Whereby (5) is Strongly Agree, (4) is Agree, 

(3) is Neutral (2) is Disagree and (1) is Strongly Disagree 

No Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Environmental factors (political,  economic, social, technology, 

environment and legal) affect performance 

     

2  Strategic planning being a top priority activity, performed on a 

regular basis, e.g., each year improves organizational performance. 

     

3  Use of situational diagnosis to formulate strategic plan options 

improves organizational performance. 

     

4  Identification of key threats & opportunities during market 

analysis improves organizational performance. 

     

5 Periodically gathering and analysing data about market and other 

external factors which affect the business improves organizational 

performance 

     

6 Provision of  resources (time, money, staff support, etc.) 

earmarked specifically for strategic planning improves 

organizational performance 

     

7 Comparison of the organization’s performance and operational 

characteristics with those of competitors improves organizational 

performance. 

     

8 Strategy is guided by the external environment aspects      

9 The competition makes part of environment      

10 The organization has a dynamic environment that is hard to deal 

with 

     

11 Resource commitment is guided by environmental variable      
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10. Kindly use a scale of 1 to 5 where 5 is to very large extent,4 to large extent, 3 to 

moderate extent, 4 to small extent and 5 to very small extent to rate the following 

statements. 

No. Statement (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 

1 

 

 

Political factors such as political climate, tax policy, 

labor law, environmental law, trade restrictions, tariffs, 

and political stability 

     

2 Economic factors such as economic growth, interest 

rates, exchange rates and the inflation rate 

     

3 Socio-Cultural factors including lifestyle and 

preferences, population growth rate, age distribution, 

career attitudes and social norms that impact the decision 

making 

     

4 Technological factors including ecological and 

environmental aspects, such as research and design 

activity, automation, technology incentives and the rate of 

technological change and development. 

     

5 Environmental factors such as physical conditions and 

infrastructure, geographical location and climate 

     

6 Legal factors which include discrimination law, 

consumer law, antitrust law, employment law, and health 

and safety law.  

     

7 Rivalry and industry competition      

 

 

 

 

12 Service delivery uniqueness is driven by external environment      

13 Marketplace price competitiveness is determined by external 

environment 

     

14 Having knowledge of and access to sources of information about 

the sector, markets, and other external factors improves 

organizational performance. 

     

15 systematically measuring actual performance vs. goals set 

improves organizational performance 
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SECTION D: ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE  

 11) Organizational performance; Please tick using the key provided what best describes 

your organization on of the following measures of performance whereby 5-very high, 4-

high, 3-moderate, 2-low, 1-very low  

No Statement (5)  (4)  (3)  (2)  (1) 

1 Delivery of  service  to customers      

2 Quality of products and services offered to  customers      

3 Customer satisfaction rate      

4 Market share      

5 Customer retention rate      

 

12) Indicate the extent to which the extent of strategic planning results affected the 

following on a scale of 1 to 5 where (5) Very great extent (4) Great extent (3): Moderate 

extent (2) Little extent Not at all (1) 

No Statement (5) (4) (3) (2)  (1) 

1 Your organization strategy achieve direction and control?      

2 Organization strategy achieve sustainable competitive 

advantage? 

     

3 Organization strategy achieve organizations-environment 

match? 

     

4 Organization strategy achieve efficiency in the allocation 

of resources? 

     

5 Organization strategy achieve improved innovation and 

creativity. 

     

 


